Intermediate Paragraph Correction 9

**Directions:** Read the passage below. Then answer questions about errors in the passage.

It was the day of the big 1) **game**; and 2) **everyone** is taking treats to school. My daughter wanted to take a low-sodium treat for students in her Life Skills class. So, we decided to make banana bread. Although my 3) **receipt** contains nuts, we decided to leave them out. Some students in my daughter’s class are allergic to nuts, and she wanted everybody to be able to 4) **enjoy** her treat. We made three kinds of banana 5) **bread** one with nuts, one with raisins, and one that was plain. The banana bread 6) **were** a big hit! Someone brought apple butter, so the 7) **students** **ate** banana bread with apple butter. My daughter was happy that weekend for two reasons: the banana bread was good, and her 8) **team** **of the school** won the game!

1) A. game, and  
B. game! and  
C. game; and  
D. game. and  
E. Correct as is

2) A. everyone are  
B. everyone was  
C. everyone were  
D. everyone have  
E. Correct as is

3) A. receipt  
B. reciepe  
C. receipt  
D. recipe  
E. Correct as is

4) A. enjoi  
B. ingoy  
C. enjoy  
D. engeoey  
E. Correct as is

5) A. bread: one  
B. bread, one  
C. bread; one  
D. bread. One  
E. Correct as is

6) A. is  
B. was  
C. will be  
D. had been  
E. Correct as is

7) A. students eating  
B. students eats  
C. students eat  
D. students ate  
E. students were eating

8) A. team of the school  
B. teams school  
C. school team  
D. schools team  
E. Correct as is